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In Brief
A simple, rapid, and generalizable technique, single-cell labeling of endogenous proteins by CRISPR-Cas9-mediated homology-directed repair (SLENDR), enables high-resolution mapping of the subcellular localization of a broad spectrum of endogenous proteins in the mammalian brain.
INTRODUCTION
Precise mapping of a large number of proteins with subcellular resolution is essential to understand cellular processes. Thus, it is critical to develop a rapid and scalable method to determine the localization of proteins with high specificity, resolution, and contrast. Conventionally, either immunostaining of endogenous proteins or overexpression of proteins fused with epitope tags or fluorescent proteins have been used to determine protein localization. These methods, however, have significant problems: immunostaining often suffers from the lack of specific antibodies against a protein of interest and the cross-reaction of antibodies with non-targeted proteins; overexpression often causes mistargeting of the expressed protein and potential changes in cell function. To address some of these issues, knockin mice in which a specific protein is tagged with an epitope tag or fluorescent protein can be used (Yang et al., 2009) . However, in dense tissue, such as mammalian brain, it is difficult to obtain images with high contrast in subcellular processes when all cells are labeled. To overcome these problems, several methods have been recently developed for single-cell labeling of endogenous proteins by using recombinant antibody-like proteins or a conditional tag knockin strategy (Fortin et al., 2014; Gross et al., 2013) . However, none of these techniques provides rapid, scalable, and high-throughput readouts for the localization of endogenous proteins.
Direct, single-cell manipulation of the genome in vivo to insert a tag sequence to a gene of interest would overcome these limitations, providing rapid, specific, and sparse labeling of the gene product. Genome editing based on the clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)-associated endonuclease Cas9 enables rapid and efficient modification of the genome (Cong et al., 2013; Doudna and Charpentier, 2014; Hsu et al., 2014; Jinek et al., 2012; Sander and Joung, 2014; Wang et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2013) . CRISPR-Cas9 induces targeted DNA double-strand breaks in the genome, which are then repaired through either non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) or homology-directed repair (HDR) pathways (Cox et al., 2015; Doudna and Charpentier, 2014; Hsu et al., 2014; Sander and Joung, 2014; Yang et al., 2013) . Although introducing frame-shift knockout mutations through NHEJ at the single-cell level has been established (Straub et al., 2014; Swiech et al., 2015) , targeted insertion of a sequence through HDR has not been possible in the mammalian brain in vivo (Heidenreich and Zhang, 2016; Platt et al., 2014; Xue et al., 2014; Yin et al., 2014) . This is due to the lack of homologous recombination activity in postmitotic cells and the inefficient delivery of HDR machinery to target cells (Chu et al., 2015; Cox et al., 2015; Heidenreich and Zhang, 2016; Hsu et al., 2014; Maruyama et al., 2015; Saleh-Gohari and Helleday, 2004) .
Here, we developed single-cell labeling of endogenous proteins by CRISPR-Cas9-mediated homology-directed repair (SLENDR), a technique that allows HDR-mediated genome editing in the mammalian brain in vivo. Since HDR is known to 
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CaMKIIβ HA tag 5'--3' (complementary strand) predominantly occur in the S and G2 phases of the cell cycle (Chu et al., 2015; Heidenreich and Zhang, 2016; Hsu et al., 2014; Maruyama et al., 2015; Saleh-Gohari and Helleday, 2004) , we targeted mitotic neuronal progenitors, which presumably have homologous recombination activity. We introduced CRISPR-Cas9-based HDR machinery into progenitor cells in the embryonic mouse brain several days before their final neurogenic divisions using in utero electroporation (IUE) (Nishiyama et al., 2012; Tabata and Nakajima, 2001) . We demonstrate that a tag sequence for a short epitope or a longer fluorescent protein can be rapidly and precisely inserted into an endogenous gene of interest in vivo. This method is scalable to many species of proteins in diverse cell types, and permits high-resolution imaging with light and electron microscopy both in fixed and live tissue. Thus, SLENDR allows researchers to rapidly and precisely determine the localization and dynamics of endogenous proteins with the resolution of micro-to nanometers in various cell types, regions, and ages of the brain, providing a powerful tool suitable for large-scale analysis on a broad spectrum of proteins.
RESULTS

In Vivo Single-Cell Labeling of Endogenous Proteins by Homology-Directed Repair
In order to label a specific protein with a tag in non-dividing brain cells by HDR-mediated gene editing, it is necessary to introduce HDR machinery into progenitor cells before their final cell division. To test whether this strategy, termed SLENDR, can provide the efficiency sufficient for imaging subcellular localization of a protein of interest, we first aimed to insert the human influenza hemagglutinin (HA) tag into endogenous CaMKIIa and CaMKIIb, two major subunits of the dodecameric Ca 2+ /CaM-dependent kinase II (CaMKII) necessary for neuronal plasticity (Kim et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2009; Lisman et al., 2012) .
We designed specific single-guide RNAs (sgRNAs) targeting the vicinity of the stop and start codon of CaMKIIa and CaMKIIb, respectively. We also designed corresponding single-stranded oligodeoxynucleotides (ssODNs) ($200 bases) to integrate the HA tag sequence into the genome just upstream of the stop codon of CaMKIIa and downstream of the start codon of CaMKIIb ( Figures 1A and 1C) . To minimize the possibility of gene knockdown in cells where CRISPR-Cas9-mediated DNA double-strand breaks were repaired through the NHEJ pathway, we selected the target sequences throughout this study so that the CRISPR-Cas9 cleavage sites were located either in the non-coding region upstream of the start codon or within 10 bp from the stop codon. We also selected the target sequences and designed ssODNs so that Cas9 could not recognize the loci after HDR was completed (see Supplemental Information). We introduced these constructs (Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 or SpCas9 and sgRNA expressing vectors and ssODNs) together with hyperactive piggyBac transposase and piggyBac transposon vectors expressing monomeric EGFP (mEGFP) as a marker of transfection (Chen and LoTurco, 2012; Yusa et al., 2011) to neuro-progenitor cells using IUE to target pyramidal neurons in the cerebral cortex. The transposon system induces genomic integration of transgenes, preventing the dilution of mEGFP during cell divisions. Following IUE at embryonic day 12 (E12), we performed immunostaining of brain slices at postnatal days 14-48 (P14-P48) using anti-HA antibody together with anti-NeuN antibody to label neurons.
In the stained slices, HA signals were observed in a sparse subset of neurons, suggesting that HDR was successfully induced in these cells. Immunofluorescence signal was localized mostly in cytosol and excluded from the nucleus, consistent with previously reported distribution of CaMKII ). Most of HA-positive neurons were found in layer 2/3 ( Figures 1B, 1D , and 1E). Among neurons in transfected area in layer 2/3, about a half of the population was mEGFP-positive (mEGFP/NeuN: CaMKIIa, 48.2% ± 6.7%; CaMKIIb, 40.0% ± 2.9%). Among these mEGFP-positive cells, a small population of the cells were found to be HA-positive (HA/mEGFP: CaMKIIa, 7.5% ± 1.2%; CaMKIIb, 4.5% ± 0.8%), providing a few percent of overall knockin efficiency (HA/NeuN: CaMKIIa, 3.4% ± 0.2%; CaMKIIb, 1.8% ± 0.5%). We also found a smaller population of HA-positive neurons in layers 4-6 (HA/mEGFP: CaMKIIa, 1.8% ± 0.1%; CaMKIIb, 0.2% ± 0.1%) ( Figures 1B, 1D , and 1E). When IUE was performed at E15, a smaller population of layer 2/3 neurons were labeled with the HA tag (HA/mEGFP: CaMKIIa, 0.7% ± 0.1%; CaMKIIb, 0.7% ± 0.4%, HA/NeuN: CaMKIIa, 0.1% ± 0.0%; CaMKIIb, 0.2% ± 0.1%) (Figures 1B, 1D, and 1E; Tables S1 and S2) . Given that the superficial cortical layers (layer 2/3) are populated with later-born neurons (Chen and LoTurco, 2012) , these findings suggest that SLENDR is more efficient CaMKIIa, E12 layer (L) 2/3, n = 545 neurons/3 mice; E12 L4-L6, n = 275/3; E15 L2/3, n = 713/3. CaMKIIb, E12 L2/3, n = 716/3; E12 L4-L6, n = 379/3; E15 L2/3, n = 367/3. **p < 0.01, Dunnett's test, in comparison with E12 L2/3. (F and G) Left: PCR genotyping using genomic DNA extracted from the electroporated brain. Recombination primer sets (top: F, CaMKIIa-F1 and HA-R1; G, HA-F1 and CaMKIIb-R1) and control primer sets (bottom: F, CaMKIIa-F1 and CaMKIIa-R1; G, CaMKIIb-F1 and CaMKIIb-R1) were used for PCR. Right: DNA sequencing analysis of the PCR products for CaMKIIa-HA (F) and HA-CaMKIIb (G). The HA tag sequence is marked in orange. Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Scale bars, 50 mm. See also Figure S1 and Tables S1, S2, and S3. 
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when IUE is performed several days before the final neurogenic divisions of targeted cells.
To test the specificity of the construct, we used incorrect ssODNs-sgRNA pairs, like CaMKIIa ssODNs-CaMKIIb sgRNA or vice versa. Under these conditions, no fluorescence signal was detected in brain slices stained with anti-HA antibody (Figures 1B and 1D) . These results indicate that the genome editing is specific to the sequence of the sgRNA. We further confirmed that the expected genome editing occurred at the DNA level by performing PCR amplification of the targeted locus. Electrophoretic analysis revealed the presence of recombined PCR product at a size consistent with the recombined allele in brains transfected with the constructs necessary for HDR (Figures 1F and 1G) . In contrast, neither untransfected control brains nor brains transfected with incorrect ssODNs-sgRNA pairs showed the corresponding PCR amplification (Figures 1F and 1G) . Furthermore, DNA sequencing of the amplified PCR products indicated that the HA tag sequence was integrated as expected (Figures 1F and 1G) . In addition, sgRNAs targeting different sequences in the respective genes produced a similar pattern of HA staining ( Figure S1 ), demonstrating flexibility of construct design. Thus, SLENDR enables specific single-cell labeling of endogenous proteins by either N-or C-terminal epitope tagging.
SLENDR Is Scalable to Various Endogenous Proteins
To validate the applicability of SLENDR to visualize the subcellular localization of a broad spectrum of endogenous proteins in brain tissue, we performed SLENDR to fuse the HA tag to either the N or C terminus of a variety of proteins including nuclear, cytoskeletal, vesicular, cytosolic, and membrane proteins (Figures 2A-2R, S2 , S3, S4, and S5; Table S1 ).
We first fused the HA tag to MeCP2, a chromatin-associated protein that regulates gene transcription (Chen et al., 2001 ). MeCP2 was selected for the following reasons. First, the endogenous subcellular localization can be imaged by traditional immunostaining approaches using a specific, characterized antibody. Second, MeCP2 is known to accumulate in heterochromatin in the nucleus, allowing for the contrast needed for staining of the endogenous protein in tissue. Therefore, double-immunostaining for the SLENDR inserted HA tag and endogenous MeCP2 enabled further validation of the SLENDR approach. As expected, we found that MeCP2-HA and HA-MeCP2 were distributed exclusively in the nucleus at P7 (Figures 2A, 2B , S4B, and S4C). In addition, MeCP2-HA was accumulated in the heterochromatin regions (labeled with DAPI) ( Figure 2B ) and well co-localized with endogenous MeCP2 ( Figure S4A ), confirming the specificity of SLENDR. We also evaluated potential effects of SLENDR in transfected cells that did not undergo HDR. Since many mEGFP-positive cells were expected to undergo the errorprone, NHEJ-mediated repair of Cas9-induced DNA doublestrand breaks, we designed the targeting sgRNA to place the cleavage site in the 5 0 -UTR of MeCP2 gene ( Figure S4B ). This strategy was designed to minimize potential effects on expression of the targeted gene in these cells. Indeed, the intensities of endogenous MeCP2 detected by an antibody against the C terminus of MeCP2 was similar between mEGFP-positive and -negative cells ( Figure S4D ; p = 0.19, Student's t test). This indicated that the endogenous expression of MeCP2 was not significantly disturbed by the NHEJ-mediated repair.
Next, we applied SLENDR to insert the HA tag to endogenous b-Actin, a major cytoskeletal protein in dendritic spines. As expected, immunostaining using the anti-HA antibody showed that HA-b-Actin was highly accumulated in dendritic spines in layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons and microfilaments in astrocytes in the cortex at P28 (Yuste and Bonhoeffer, 2004) (Figures 2C and 2D) . In addition, the high contrast images demonstrate that SLENDR enables the precise evaluation of the number and morphology of dendritic spines without the potential morphological phenotypes caused by overexpression of fluorophore tagged-actin or actin binding proteins (Riedl et al., 2008) .
To evaluate the timescale of HDR after introducing SLENDR constructs, we targeted doublecortin (DCX), a protein that is expressed early in brain development. DCX is a microtubuleassociated protein expressed in postmitotic migrating and differentiating neurons in the developing brain (Gleeson et al., 1999) . Intriguingly, HA-DCX was detected in the cortical migrating neurons and accumulated in the growth cone as early as 60 hr after IUE at E12 ( Figures 2E and 2F ), suggesting that HDR occurred rapidly, possibly within 1 or 2 days after IUE. HA-DCX was detected at both E14 and E18 ( Figures 2F and S5B ), suggesting SLENDR is suitable for studying protein localization in the embryonic brain. In addition, we evaluated the effect of NHEJ on the expression of DCX by immunostaining using an antibody against the C terminus of the protein. The images showed that 98.7% of the mEGFP-positive neurons exhibited DCX expression (n = 151 cells) ( Figure S5A ). Together with the negligible NHEJ effects on MeCP2 expression ( Figure S4D ), these data suggest that our strategy of targeting the Cas9-mediated cleavage at 5 0 -UTRs minimizes the effect of NHEJ on the expression of the target gene for N-terminal tagging.
We further applied SLENDR to a variety of endogenous proteins with distinct subcellular localizations. Rab11a, a small GTPase involved in the endosomal recycling of proteins, was localized to numerous, small dispersed vesicles throughout the soma and dendrites in cortical neurons and astrocytes at P23, consistent with the pattern expected from the localization of recycling endosomes (Hutagalung and Novick, 2011) (Figures 2G, 2H, and S5C) . Ca V 1.2, the a1C subunit of the L-type voltage-gated calcium channel, was distributed in clusters on cell bodies and proximal dendrites in layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons at P16 (Figures 2I and 2J) (Hell et al., 1993) . Immunofluorescence signal of Ca V 1.2-HA was also detected in the nucleus. This signal may represent the C-terminal fragment of Ca V 1.2, which functions as a calcium channel-associated transcription regulator (Gomez-Ospina et al., 2006) . 14-3-3ε, a signaling protein involved in neuronal migration and synaptic plasticity, was (L) Images of the cerebral cortex at P0 and P28 showing immunoreactivities for NeuN (blue, a neuron marker) and the HA tag (green) fused to the N terminus of 14-3-3ε. Scale bars, 5 mm (B, D, F, right, H, J, N, P, and R); 50 mm (F, left; L). See also Figures S2, S3 , S4, and S5 and Tables S1 and S3. diffusely distributed in the cytoplasm both at P0 and P28 in neurons and astrocytes (Toyo-oka et al., 2014) (Figures 2K and 2L) . FMRP, a polyribosome-associated RNA-binding protein that regulates translation of a large number of mRNAs (Contractor et al., 2015) , was found in puncta, which likely reflect FMRPassociated mRNA granules, in the soma as well as dendrites in pyramidal neurons at P7 and P28 ( Figures 2M, 2N, and S5D) . Arc, an immediate early gene product involved in synaptic plasticity, was localized both in the nucleus and cytoplasm at P29 ( Figures 2O and 2P) (Korb et al., 2013; Shepherd and Bear, 2011) . Finally, we found that a isoform of protein kinase C (PKC), a member of a family of serine/threonine kinases implicated in a wide range of cellular functions (Steinberg, 2008) , was distributed mostly on the plasma membrane of the soma and dendrites at P9 (Figures 2Q and 2R) . Interestingly, PKCa was less accumulated on the plasma membrane at P27, suggesting that endogenous PKCa may be more active at the developing stage ( Figures S5E-S5G ). Thus, SLENDR enables us to determine the distribution pattern of proteins that has been undefined or controversial by conventional methods.
Notably, we never observed HA-positive cells when we used incorrect ssODNs-sgRNA pairs ( Figures S2 and S4 ). In addition, precise genome editing was confirmed by PCR amplification of the targeted loci followed by DNA sequencing of the PCR products ( Figure S3 ). Furthermore, for each target protein, all HApositive cells in the same region showed similar HA-staining pattern. These results collectively demonstrate that SLENDR enables us to label endogenous proteins specifically. Taken together, SLENDR is a highly generalizable technique that can be applied to various species of proteins in the brain from embryonic to adult stages for high-quality mapping of subcellular localization.
Nanometer-Resolution Analysis by SLENDR
Immunoelectron microscopy allows nanoscale visualization of endogenous proteins with defined ultrastructures in cells. However, the lack of reliable antibodies compatible with electron microscopy imaging limits its application to a variety of proteins. Thus, we tested whether SLENDR could be applied to ultrastructural imaging of endogenous proteins using immunoelectron microscopy. To do so, we used cortical tissue in which endogenous CaMKIIb is fused with HA using SLENDR ( Figures 1C and  1D ). We applied pre-embedding staining technique: we incubated the tissue with HA-antibody and secondary antibody conjugated with gold, followed by silver enhancement and tissue embedding. We then prepared serial thin-section (50 nm) of the tissue using the automatic tape-collecting ultramicrotome (ATUMtome). ATUMtome permits rapid and automated cutting and collection of serial thin sections onto a continuous reel of tape (Kasthuri et al., 2015) . We imaged a number of serial sections on the tape by scanning electron microscopy and reconstructed three-dimensional images of SLENDR-generated knockin cells (Figures 3A-3D ). We found that CaMKIIb was localized near the postsynaptic density (PSD) (mode $80 nm) in dendritic spines ( Figure 3F) . Finally, the specificity of the immunogold labeling was examined by comparing the labeling density in HA-positive and surrounding neurons in the same specimen ( Figure 3E ; HA-positive, 241.3 ± 34.5 particles/mm 3 ; surrounding control, 2.6 ± 2.6 particles/mm 3 ; p < 0.001, Student's t test). These experiments demonstrate that SLENDR is useful for nanometer scale localization of endogenous proteins.
SLENDR Is Scalable to Various Cell Types in Various Brain Regions
We then tested if SLENDR can be applied to different cell types in different brain regions by targeting distinct progenitor cells present at different locations and timings in the developing brain (Borrell et al., 2005; Chen and LoTurco, 2012; Kitazawa et al., 2014; Nishiyama et al., 2012; Soma et al., 2009) . By adjusting the timing and electroporation angle ( Figure 4A ), various HAtagged endogenous proteins (b-Actin, CaMKIIa, CaMKIIb, and MeCP2) were observed in various cell types in widespread brain regions (Table S2 ), including CA1 pyramidal neurons and dentate granule cells in the hippocampus ( Figures 4B and 4H ), spiny stellate cells in the subiculum ( Figures 4C and 4H ), granule cells in the olfactory bulb ( Figure 4D ), medium spiny neurons in the striatum ( Figure 4E ), basolateral amygdala neurons ( Figure 4F ), and granule and Purkinje cells in the cerebellum (Figures 4G and  4H ). HA-CaMKIIb in parallel fibers originating from cerebellar granule cells was detected along the dendrites of Purkinje cells in the molecular layer ( Figure 4G ).
As we showed that staining of endogenous HA-b-Actin enables clear visualization of dendritic spine morphology in neurons ( Figure 2D ), we imaged HA-b-Actin in various cell types in the brain to compare the structure of dendritic spines. Morphological diversity of dendritic spines existed among different cell types including dentate granule cells ( Figure 4H ) and CA1 pyramidal neurons ( Figure 4B ) in the hippocampus, layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons in the cortex ( Figure 2D ), spiny stellate cells in the subiculum ( Figure 4H ), and cerebellar Purkinje cells ( Figure 4H ). Thus, SLENDR enables comparison of subcellular localization of endogenous proteins in various neuron subtypes and brain regions across developmental stages, providing regional and developmental specific information about protein localization.
Labeling Multiple Endogenous Proteins by SLENDR
Multiplex labeling of different endogenous proteins with different tags would enable high-resolution co-localization assays. Since CRISPR-Cas9 is able to target multiple genes simultaneously (Cong et al., 2013; Heidenreich and Zhang, 2016; Swiech et al., 2015) , we tested the ability of SLENDR to target two different proteins in the same cell ( Figure 5A ). We performed simultaneous labeling of CaMKIIa and CaMKIIb with the HA and FLAG tag, respectively, by co-introducing SLENDR constructs for HACaMKIIa and FLAG-CaMKIIb into the developing cortex at E13 by IUE ( Figure 5A ). We performed immunostaining of brain slices at P14 using anti-HA and anti-FLAG antibodies. HA-CaMKIIa and FLAG-CaMKIIb were detected in a number of layer 2/3 neurons (HA-positive/mEGFP-positive, 4.5% ± 0.4%; FLAGpositive/mEGFP-positive, 4.9% ± 0.6%; n = 577 cells), and a significant fraction of neurons exhibited both HA and FLAG signals (HA and FLAG double-positive/mEGFP-positive, 0.7% ± 0.1%; n = 577 cells) ( Figure 5B ). This double labeling efficiency was higher than the simple multiplication of each labeling efficiency (4.5% 3 4.9% = 0.2%), demonstrating the practicality of the method for co-localization assay. Thus, SLENDR allows (legend continued on next page) labeling of two different species of proteins with different tags in single cells, providing a valuable tool for co-localization assays of a pair of endogenous proteins.
SLENDR in Combination with Single-Cell Knockout
The ability to examine endogenous subcellular protein localization in the context of a knockout of a different protein would provide functional insight into the interaction between the visualized and deleted proteins. In this regard, combining SLENDR with NHEJ-based single-cell knockout would be of particular interest, since it would allow for the study of cell-autonomous gene function and to compare normal and knockout cells in the same tissue (Zong et al., 2005) . Taking advantage of the multiplexity of CRISPR-Cas9, we simultaneously introduced SLENDR constructs to insert the HA tag to b-Actin and CRISPR constructs to induce NHEJ-mediated gene knockout of MeCP2 in progenitors of hippocampal neurons at E13 ( Figure 5C ) (Incontro et al., 2014; Straub et al., 2014; Swiech et al., 2015) . Visualization of HA-tagged b-Actin by SLENDR enables visualization of dendritic spine morphology, providing a useful tool to study effects of MeCP2 gene deletion on dendritic spines in single cells. 
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While knockout efficiency of NHEJ-mediated genome editing has been reported to be very high in neurons ($70%-100%) (Heidenreich and Zhang, 2016; Incontro et al., 2014; Straub et al., 2014; Swiech et al., 2015) , immunohistochemistry with anti-MeCP2 antibody showed that MeCP2 was absent in 48.8% of mEGFP-positive CA1 pyramidal neurons at P28. This reduced efficiency was probably due to the dilution of the knockout constructs during cell divisions (Chen and LoTurco, 2012; Yusa et al., 2011) . As expected, both MeCP2-negative and positive neurons were observed in HA-b-Actin-positive CA1 neurons in the same slices ( Figure 5D) . Notably, the knockout efficiency in HA-b-Actin-positive neurons (24.1%) was substantially lower than that in whole population (48.8%). This is presumably because the knockout constructs are diluted in a population of cells that divides extensively, and this population of cells likely provides more efficient HDR. A loss of function mutation in MeCP2, which leads to Rett syndrome in humans, has been reported to impair maturation of dendritic spines (Chen et al., 2001; Swiech et al., 2015) . Therefore, we compared the density of dendritic spines between MeCP2-negative and -positive neurons ( Figures 5D and 5E ). Spine density in the apical dendrite of CA1 neurons was comparable in MeCP2-positive neurons to that reported in these neurons in a previous electron microscopic study (Harris et al., 1992) . Importantly, spine density was significantly lower in MeCP2-negative neurons, consistent with previous studies ( Figure 5E ; p = 0.046, Student's t test) (Swiech et al., 2015) .
Although high-quality antibodies against endogenous proteins are required to distinguish knockout and control cells, our strategy combining SLENDR with NHEJ-mediated gene knockout provides a useful means to investigate cell-autonomous effects of a gene of interest on endogenous proteins.
Live Imaging of Endogenous Proteins by SLENDR
Labeling endogenous proteins with fluorescent proteins would allow us to image protein dynamics in live cells without overexpression artifacts, further expanding the applicability of SLENDR. Thus, we tested if SLENDR can be used to insert a long sequence encoding a fluorescent protein into a gene of interest. For this, we targeted mEGFP to the sequence just upstream of the stop codon of CaMKIIa or downstream of the start codon of CaMKIIb in the genome (Figures 6A and 6C ). We used a plasmid-based template ($2.3-2.5 kb) containing the $0.7 kb sequence of mEGFP (see Supplemental Information). The SLENDR constructs together with the transposon vectors expressing DsRed2 were introduced to progenitors of layer 2/3 neurons through IUE at E12. At P14-P28, we found that a sparse subset of layer 2/3 neurons exhibited mEGFP fluorescence fused to endogenous CaMKIIa and CaMKIIb (Figures 6B and 6D) . The efficiency of mEGFP knockin was lower than that of HA knockin (mEGFP-positive/DsRed2-positive, <1%), consistent with previous studies showing that a long sequence insertion through HDR is less efficient (Cox et al., 2015) . The specificity of mEGFP knockin was confirmed by control experiments using correct and incorrect template-sgRNA pairs and DNA sequencing following PCR amplification of the targeted locus ( Figure S6 ).
To further verify the benefit of imaging endogenous proteins, we compared the distribution pattern of endogenous and overexpressed mEGFP-tagged CaMKII in layer 2/3 cortical neurons at P14. Since CaMKIIb has an actin-binding domain (Lisman et al., 2012) , overexpressed CaMKIIb tends to accumulate in spines to a greater extent than overexpressed CaMKIIa. Notably, the degree of enrichment of endogenous CaMKIIa and CaMKIIb in spines, as measured by the spine/dendrite ratio of the peak intensity, was significantly higher and lower than that of overexpressed CaMKIIa and CaMKIIb, respectively (Figures 6E and  6F ; CaMKIIa, p < 0.001; CaMKIIb, p = 0.004, Student's t test). This is perhaps because overexpressed subunits tend to form homomeric enzymes, while endogenous CaMKIIa and CaMKIIb tend to form heteromers (Lisman et al., 2012) . Thus, the localization of endogenous (heteromeric) subunits would be enriched in spines to an extent that is between homomeric CaMKIIa and CaMKIIb.
We next performed live imaging to monitor the synapse-specific translocation of CaMKII after the stimulation of a single dendritic spine (Bosch et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2009; Lisman et al., 2012; Nishiyama and Yasuda, 2015) . We prepared organotypic cortical slice cultures from mice in which endogenous CaMKIIa or CaMKIIb was labeled with mEGFP by SLENDR. When we applied a train of two-photon glutamate uncaging pulses (1 Hz, 30 s) at single spines, mEGFP-tagged CaMKIIa and CaMKIIb were rapidly accumulated in the stimulated spines and remained for more than 30 min. The translocation was highly restricted to the stimulated spine, with no significant increase in fluorescence intensity in the surrounding spines (Figures 6G-6L ; CaMKIIa, p < 0.001; CaMKIIb, p < 0.001; Dunnett's test). These results demonstrate that SLENDR enables monitoring of the dynamics of endogenous proteins in living tissue. (I and L; averaged over 20-30 min) of CaMKIIa/b intensity change in the stimulated (red; H and I, n = 11/8; K and L, n = 9/7), nearby (2-5 mm from the stimulated spines; blue; H and I, n = 31/8; K and L, n = 31/7) and control spines with no stimulation (gray; H and I, n = 23/5; K and L, n = 13/2). ***p < 0.001, Student's t test (F) and Dunnett's test (I and L). Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Scale bars, 50 mm (B and D); 5 mm (E); 2 mm (G and J). See also Figure S6 and Table S3 .
DISCUSSION
In this study, we have developed SLENDR, which allows in vivo genome editing in the mammalian brain for single-cell labeling of endogenous proteins. We demonstrated that SLENDR is a simple and efficient technique to rapidly determine the subcellular localization of endogenous proteins with the resolution of microto nanometers in brain tissue. Importantly, the technique is generalizable to a broad spectrum of proteins and various cell types in widespread brain regions. SLENDR also can be used for multiplex labeling of different proteins or for mosaic analysis by combining labeling with single-cell knockout. Furthermore, SLENDR is capable of inserting a long sequence such as that encoding mEGFP in vivo and thus enables live imaging of endogenous proteins during biological processes in the brain.
HDR-mediated genome editing has been a challenge in the brain due to the lack of HDR activity in postmitotic neurons and the inefficient delivery of HDR machinery into the brain. This has limited its application in the field of neuroscience (Heidenreich and Zhang, 2016) . We circumvented these problems by targeting mitotic progenitors in the embryonic brain using IUE. In our experiments, the knockin efficiency for the HA tag insertion was sufficient to image the subcellular localization of a protein of interest in single cells in brain tissue. We also showed that SLENDR can be used to knockin a long mEGFP sequence, albeit at lower efficiency. To extend the SLENDR technique to broader applications for multiplexed labeling and fluorescent protein fusion, it may be necessary to increase the efficiency of HDR.
It is known that the efficiency of HDR highly depends on the cell cycle and is limited by the competition with NHEJ (Chu et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2014; Maruyama et al., 2015) . Consistent with this, we found that SLENDR was efficient in a limited time window when neuronal progenitors were still dividing. CRISPRCas9-mediated HDR occurred within a few days after IUE (Figure 2F ) and the HDR efficiency was significantly reduced when IUE was performed near the stage of the final cell divisions of target cells (Figures 1B and 1D) . In this regard, the direct delivery of pre-assembled Cas9 protein-guide RNA ribonucleoprotein complexes (RNPs), rather than expressing these components from plasmids, might increase the time window for SLENDR, as RNPs have recently been reported to provide rapid nuclease action with high efficiency and low off-target effects for genome editing (Kim et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2014) . Alternatively, genetic or pharmacological inhibition of the NHEJ pathway may increase the HDR efficiency (Chu et al., 2015; Maruyama et al., 2015) , although potential side effects must be addressed.
We validated the specificity of the SLENDR-mediated sequence insertion in the genome in several ways. First, we designed sgRNAs by unbiased genome-wide analysis to minimize the potential off-target cleavages by Cas9 . Second, we performed control experiments by using incorrect sgRNAs and found no cells expressing the HA tag. Third, we used distinct sgRNAs targeting the identical gene and observed similar HA staining patterns. Fourth, the localization of HA staining was consistent with that previously reported based on immunohistochemical, biochemical or electron microscopic studies. Fifth, the localization of HA staining was similar from cell to cell. In addition, although off-target cleavage by Cas9 may be induced in the genome, HDR is unlikely to occur at the off-target sites, because homologous recombination is known to be a highly sequence-specific event. The specificity of SLENDR could be further enhanced by using recently reported Cas9 variants with minimum or no off-target effects while retaining comparable on-target cleavage activity (Kleinstiver et al., 2016; Slaymaker et al., 2016) .
One of the merits of SLENDR is that high-quality antibodies can be used for the detection of tags. In addition, once staining conditions have been optimized for a tag, SLENDR can be applied to image various tagged proteins without extensive optimization. Furthermore, since SLENDR allows protein labeling in a sparse subset of cells in the tissue, the specificity of immunostaining can be easily validated by examining surrounding negative control cells in the same specimen. These features are particularly advantageous for immunoelectron microscopy imaging, which often requires extensive optimization of staining conditions and good control samples (e.g., knockout mice).
We have demonstrated that introducing a single epitope tag by SLENDR is sufficient to detect relatively low abundant proteins such as Ca V 1.2 and Arc ( Figures 2J and 2P) . The sensitivity could be further increased by inserting multiple copies of epitopes or more antigenic probes such as Spaghetti-monster (Viswanathan et al., 2015) . Overall, because many studies are constrained by the lack of high-quality antibodies against proteins of interest, SLENDR will provide a generalizable and reliable platform for exploring localization of uncharacterized endogenous proteins using light and electron microscopy.
Multiplexing CRISPR-Cas9-mediated processes provided some insight into how HDR and NHEJ occur following double strand breaks. We found that the cells labeled with a tag with SLENDR, or in other words the cells that underwent HDR, showed less NHEJ-mediated knockout ( Figures 5C-5E ). This result suggests that HDR occurs more frequently in a population of highly dividing cells. Consistent with this, the efficiency of double-labeling via multiple HDRs was higher than that obtained by the simple multiplication of each labeling efficiency ( Figures 5A and 5B) . The high efficiency of double-labeling by SLENDR opens the possibility of co-localization assay for a pair of endogenous proteins with high resolution and contrast. Given relatively consistent knockin efficiency (Table S1 ), the SLENDR-based double labeling technique would be applicable to many pairs of proteins.
There are a few limitations in SLENDR. First, the technique might lead to unintended sequence changes through insertion/ deletion mutations mediated by NHEJ in the transfected cells. This problem may cause a large impact particularly in the case of N-terminal tagging, since altered sequence near the N-terminal region could change the transcription and translation of the target gene. Therefore, throughout this study, we attempted to minimize the effect of on-target NHEJ by choosing target sequences at 5 0 -UTR or near the stop codon for N-or C-terminal tagging, respectively. As expected from this design, the expression of DCX was detected in 98.7% of the mEGFP-positive neurons following SLENDR for the N-terminal tagging of DCX ( Figure S5A ). In addition, the expression level of MeCP2 was not significantly affected for the N-terminal tagging of MeCP2 ( Figure S4D ). However, potential effects of NHEJ have to be carefully evaluated for each gene depending on the purpose of experiments. For example, when the target is a secreted or a type I membrane protein with a signal sequence, one should select a target sequence for CRISPR-Cas9-mediated cleavage to minimize the possibility of deletion or mislocalization of the gene products. Second, immunodetection of a fused epitope tag may be difficult for some proteins, because the accessibility of antibodies may be sterically limited. For example, we failed to detect the HA signal with immunostaining in tissue in which the HA tag was inserted to the C terminus of PSD-95 with SLENDR, whereas PCR detected the HA knockin allele at the DNA level (data not shown). This is likely due to high protein density of PSD, which is known to often prevent antibodies to access to targeted proteins in the structure (Fukaya and Watanabe, 2000) . This limitation of immunostaining can be overcome by fusing a fluorescent protein tag with SLENDR and directly observing the fluorescence (Fortin et al., 2014) . These limitations would not detract the impact of SLENDR, as the technique should be applicable to most proteins with little optimization as shown in this study.
Since the 5 0 -NGG protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM) of SpCas9 abundantly exists in the genome and other CRISPR endonucleases with different PAMs are also available to target different sites in the genome (Cong et al., 2013; Hsu et al., 2014; Zetsche et al., 2015) , most proteins should be suitable for SLENDR. Furthermore, its throughput and cost-effectiveness are much higher than previous single-cell protein labeling methods (Fortin et al., 2014; Gross et al., 2013) . Thus, SLENDR should allow large-scale, potentially genome-wide, determination of precise subcellular localization of endogenous proteins in various cell types and ages, providing a new level of understanding of protein and cellular function in the brain.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Full experimental details can be found in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Animals
All experimental procedures were approved by the Max Planck Florida Institute for Neuroscience Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and were performed in accordance with guidelines from the US NIH. Swiss Webster mice were obtained from Charles River. The day on which the vaginal plug was detected was designated as E0). The first 24 hr after birth was referred to as P0). Both of male and female mice were used.
DNA Constructs
The human codon-optimized SpCas9 and sgRNA expression plasmid was a gift from F. Zhang (pX330, Addgene plasmid #42230) (Cong et al., 2013) . To generate sgRNA-expressing plasmids, a pair of annealed oligos ($20 bp) was ligated into the sgRNA scaffold of pX330 . We purchased single-stranded oligodeoxynucleotides (ssODNs) for HDR from Integrated DNA Technologies. To fuse mEGFP (monomeric EGFP, A206K) to the C or N terminus of CaMKIIa or CaMKIIb, respectively, plasmid-based donor templates for HDR were prepared. Other details are described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
In Utero Electroporation
In utero electroporation was performed as previously described (Borrell et al., 2005 ). The final concentration of each plasmid (pX330-derivatives, pPB-CAG-mEGFP, pPB-CAG-DsRed2, pPB-CAG-tdTomato, and pCAGhyPBase), the ssODNs for HDR and the double-stranded DNA template for mEGFP insertion were 1 mg/ml, 20 mM, and 1 mg/ml, respectively (Table S3) . The position and angle of the electrode was set as previously described with some modifications (see Figure 4A ). Other details are described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Histology
Mice were fixed by transcardial perfusion with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer and coronal sections (50 or 100 mm in thickness) were prepared using a vibratome (VT1200, Leica). Immunohistochemistry was performed as previously described (Fukaya and Watanabe, 2000; Nishiyama et al., 2012) . Other details are described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Pre-embedding Immunoelectron Microscopy
An HA-CaMKIIb knockin mouse was transcardially perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde and 0.1% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer. The fixed brain was sectioned into 50-mm thick slices with a vibratome (VT 1200, Leica), and sections with positive DsRed2 labeling were chosen. Tissue processing for pre-embedding immunoelectron microscopy was performed as previously described (Parajuli et al., 2012) . After processing, a region containing HA-positive neurons was trimmed out, and 50-nm thick sections were cut and collected onto a Kapton tape by ATUMtome (RMC/ Boeckeler) (Kasthuri et al., 2015; Schalek et al., 2011) . The Kapton tape was placed on a silicon wafer, and a layer of 5-nm-thick carbon was coated on the wafer surface with a high vacuum sputter coater (ACE600, Leica). The sections on the wafer were imaged under a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Merlin VP Compact, Zeiss) assisted with Atlas 5 AT software (Zeiss). Other details are described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Two-Photon Glutamate Uncaging
Organotypic cortical slice cultures were prepared from mEGFP-CaMKIIa/b knockin mice as described previously (Stoppini et al., 1991; Yamamoto et al., 1989) . Secondary apical dendritic branches of layer 2/3 neurons were imaged at 15-17 days in vitro under a custom-built two-photon microscope with two Ti:Sapphire lasers (Chameleon, Coherent) . MNIcaged L-glutamate (4-methoxy-7-nitroindolinyl-caged L-glutamate, Tocris) was uncaged with a train of 6-ms laser pulses (3.5-4 mW under the objective, 30 times at 1 Hz) near a spine of interest. Experiments were performed at 32 C.
Images were analyzed with MATLAB (MathWorks) and ImageJ. Other details are described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Statistical Analysis
All statistical values were presented as mean ± SEM. The Student's t test was used when two independent samples were compared. Dunnett's test was used for multiple comparisons. Statistical analysis was performed with GraphPad Prism 6. Differences between datasets were judged to be significant at p < 0.05.
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